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By Léo Lefebvre, President,
TORONTO USERS GROUP
for Power Systems

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
MARCH 2009

I

don’t intend to write a review of
our last Meeting of Members, but
I thought that I could borrow
some points that Jon Paris made
during his presentation on “Application
Modernization.” Jon said, “If you hire
a contractor and ask him to come to
your house, and you want some major
renovations done or you want to have a
brand new house built, and he turns up
on site the first day with a shovel and a
handsaw, what would you think? So, it
you turn up on your first day at work to
build a brand new application and your
tool set consists only of SEU,…
why would I trust you to build
my new house?...”

Vaughn Dragland

When we scheduled sessions for the
January 2009 Meeting of Members,
our first objective was to give you a
flavour of our upcoming technical
conference. So we asked Jon Paris and
Susan Gantner to show the audience
the type of information and education
they can expect this March at TEC
2009.

Susan presented an excellent session,
and (as usual) proved herself to be very
knowledgeable, with very interesting topics,
and good advice that can—and should—be
used every day.
Jon was great as well (also as usual)
but where he excelled was in the way
he presented his views on Application
Modernization. For a detailed review of
the meeting, read Neil Palmer’s MoM
Review, later in this edition. Jon turned
out to be an excellent ambassador for
TEC, emphasizing the many ways and
reasons to modernize your applications
and modernize your skill sets. He touched
on knowledge of great tools like EGL,
RDi, RTCi, Web applications, and Webfacing; using tools like PHP, Javascript,
HTTPAPI, HTML, XML, etc. As
a matter of fact, TEC 2009 will have
sessions on all of those topics and many
more. We could not have a better voice for
TEC 2009 than Jon Paris!
Because of the recent world economic turmoil, it is understandable that many
companies are
cutting
t h e i r
expenses.
But, is reduced spending on
technology really the
best strategy for companies? Aren’t the survivor and leader orga-

nizations the ones that
can use technology the
best?

Whose career is it anyway?
As Jon said, “Many people will say ‘I am not
going to a conference this year, or I’m not
going to an education event this year because
my company won’t pay for it!’ …and a very
simple question you should ask yourself when
you feel that way is ‘Whose career is this?’ It’s
yours, not theirs….. it is not good relying just
on the fact that the company is going to look
after you….it is your own career, it’s
up to you to look after it.”
Having said that, I could also turn
myself towards technology managers
and directors, and ask them, “How
far can the company go with
technologies that are not maintained
with the current version? How can
those technologies be maintained by
untrained workers? You might say
that you would hire someone else
who knows the technology—but they
won’t know your business rules and
it will take them time to learn them.
Where are the savings? Educating your
employees is a great way to keep them!
Jon started his presentation by saying,
“There is no silver bullet, never has been,
never will be… education is the key for a
great and better future.” And TEC is there
to show you the way.
Your future may have an AIX segment
in its itinerary, too. You may have to get
acquainted with AIX and Linux, either
by choice or by survival strategy. TEC
2009 has ten AIX sessions during its
first two days and a possibility of
four instructor-led laboratory
exercises—great eye-openers for
novices, but also great references
for more senior AIX/Linux
professionals.
Don’t forget, TUG’s next Technical
Education Conference is on March 24 to
26, 2009. Great Value at Low Price! You
cannot afford not to afford it!  TG

TUG President Léo Lefebvre
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Data Warehouse:
Primary Concepts
by Thibault Dambrine

Business Drivers
The raw material for good business decision-making is simply
good data. “Good”, for the purpose of this topic, can be defined
as accurate, reliable, organized and timely. If one of these elements
is missing, the decision maker will either have to do more work to
verify, organize or update the data before making a decision—or
risk of taking a bad (read expensive) decision. In what circumstances
could data be so bad, when computerized systems are so prevalent?
Here are some of the leading causes for having late, inaccurate, unorganized, un-verifiable data:

Over and above these questions, three business trends
have come to dominate IT requirements:
1.		24/7 access to data, world-wide, for internal and
external, web-based information customers.
2. The demand for business decision making data
in real-time, at all levels of aggregation.
3. Sarbanes-Oxley and other similar legislation has
led to an increased emphasis on financial controls.
The ease of satisfying the type of requirements described above with
the help of DW technology has effectively spurred the growth in
this discipline. In this article, I will lay out some theory on data
warehousing and expose the three phases of a data warehouse
project: the planning, the implementation and the operation ... .

© The 5th Wave, www.the5thwave.com

A

ccording to market research firm IDC, the total data warehouse market is expected to grow
to $13.5 billion in 2009 at a nine percent compound annual growth rate. Data warehousing
technology is currently at a point of acceptance such that for
most medium to large companies, it satisfies its own discrete
part of strategic corporate data requirements. Effectively, it
has proven so useful that no C-suite (Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer etc.) team would want to run
a business without it. How does such a technology, with more of a
back-room than front-office connotation, become so hot? In a word,
it boils down to business [as opposed to IT].

Data Organization:
• Mergers and acquisitions or major organizational shifts
• Data silos resulting in conflicting information
• Competitive pressure to maximize effectiveness of marketing
efforts and production resources
Timeliness:
• Poor data access resulting in delayed decision making
• Inability to perform real-time business analysis
Accuracy and Reliability
• Rising management costs for disparate systems and
questionable data integrity verification (reliability)
Qualifying questions
How would you know a Data Warehouse could help in YOUR
business? Here are some litmus test questions:
• Are you managing multiple, disparate databases?
• Is your company lacking a common data set that facilitates
decision making?
• Does your IT staff struggle to satisfy Business requests for
access to data?
• Can your company perform real-time business analysis?
• Do your competitors use real-time business analysis?
TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – March 2009
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MoM REVIEW

T UG

By Neil Palmer

“H

our two speakers were the dynamic duo
of Susan Gantner and Jon Paris from
Partner/400, not Susan Gantner and exGovernor Rod Blagojevich.
Application Modernization
Strategies
Jon, fresh from giving a one-week training
on WDSC/RDi, got things off to a good
start with his presentation on Application Modernization Strategies (from Web
Enablement to New Application Development). Despite what the people at Coors
may tell you, Jon insists there is no Silver
Bullet to application modernization. There
are many tools out there that can help you
with the job at hand, and those tools may

Léo Lefebvre

eavy snow and chilly
temperatures could not
deter the crowds from
coming out for TUG’s
November meeting.” That was the opening
sentence from Terry Enger’s review of
the November meeting, and by simply
changing November to January you have an
appropriate opening for our latest meeting.
I certainly hope we will not need to reuse
that sentence for the review of next regular
MOM on March 24th. The January 28th
meeting was held at the Sheraton Parkway.
Despite what some may have thought
after seeing the picture on TUG’s Agenda
Web page (also displayed on screen at
the meeting prior to the second session)

Afternoon speaker Jon Paris
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(press button for audio clip)

differ depending on whether you are trying
to put a new face on an old application, or
writing new code from scratch. Some of the
changes Jon says are often appreciated the
most by end users can be something as simple as changing printed reports to a browser
view and adding in links to help the user
navigate through the report. Jon, who described himself as a failed Java Programmer
(he said he can understand the syntax but
can’t “think” it), encouraged us to learn another language even if just to improve your
programming in RPG. Jon is a big advocate
of WDSC/RDi and says even though IBM
made it harder now by charging for it, that
is no reason not to switch. One piece of advice was that if you’re a new user go straight
to version 7. Another thing Jon mentioned
was that PHP will now ship with IBMi. He
spoke of a company that was going to move
to SAP and had a budget of $6 million for
the implementation. The IT department at
this company asked for, and was given, the
chance to put in their own bid. They bid
$1.8 million, got the job, and used PHP.
Another one of Jon’s tips was to modernize your terminology so that you aren’t
perceived by management as a “legacy” employee. Ditch the references to libraries, files
& fields and use the modern terminology of
collections, tables & columns instead. After
a few words on WebSphere (I won’t repeat
them here, but Jon blames it for not getting
out of the hotel room on a recent 5 day trip

TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – March 2009

Léo Lefebvre

THE JANUARY 2009 MEETING OF MEMBERS

Léo Lefebvre

TUG MEMBERS
Does Your Company
Use Query/400?
You Need Qport Office,
the Windows Front-End
to Query/400

Qport Office lets Windows
users run and output
Query/400 queries in one
click to:
•
•
•

Excel
Word
Access
TUG Members Pay
No License Fee!*

Evening speaker Susan Gantner
to Malaysia) he decided it was time to yield
the floor to let the hungry masses partake of
the meal waiting outside the meeting room.
TUG On-line Magazine
and TEC
Before starting the second session Vaughn
Dragland gave us a brief demonstration
of the new TUG On-line magazine. The
January 2009 issue is the first to be made
available, and during the “off “ months when
there is no MOM, Vaughn said he will be
working backwards through past issues of
the TUG magazine to make then available
as On-line magazines. Visit www.tug.ca/
mag and check out the link to the On-line
magazine. Take some time to explore all the
options available for viewing, zooming, etc.
I’m sure you will be impressed.
After Vaughn’s demo Glenn Gundermann
spoke briefly about the upcoming 16th
Annual TEC that will be held in the same
location as the MOM. If you haven’t

registered yet—do so NOW—it will be
well worth your time to attend. As usual
there is an excellent line up of top quality
speakers set to impart their knowledge
upon you. Check out the details at www.
tug.ca/tec.
New Tricks
for Old RPG Dogs
Our second speaker was Jon’s better half,
Susan Gantner. Susan’s presentation was
entitled “New Tricks for Old RPG Dogs.”
(I’m not sure if the title was a reference to
Jon. I always thought he was an old COBOL
dog.) Anyway, Susan’s presentation was
full of handy tips, presented with detailed
examples. These included: how to load
data into User Spaces then use %LookUp
to do a binary search on the data (much
faster than the LookUp OpCode), reasons
you might want to use Integer fields, and
an interesting look at RPG “Special” files.
Special files have been around since about
400 BC (Before Cobol) and were first

TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – March 2009

License Qport Office and
tell us how you’re using it
by August 15, 2009 and
WIN A CHANCE to have
NGS pay your TUG Annual
Membership Renewal Fee.
For Details and a Video
Demonstration, Visit:
www.ngsi.com/company/
qportoffice.html

* Two Concurrent User License.
* Offer Limited to TUG Members.

800.824.1220
www.NGSI.com
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AGENDA
TUG MoM — WEDNESDAY, MARCH 24, 2009

Speaker:
David J Von Eper

AGENDA AT A GLANCE – MARCH 24
Time

Event

11:00 am

TUG TEC 2009 Showcase opens – York A

12:25 pm

Stand-up lunch (within Showcase)

5:00

Wine & Cheese (within Showcase)

5:30

MoM @ TEC (David J Von Eper) – York B & C

6:30

MoM Dinner (complimentary)

8:00

TUG Social (cash bar)

TUG Meeting of Members:

The March MoM will take place on the evening of TEC 2009 Day 1,
at the Sheraton parkway, immediately following the close of the
Vendor Showcase. Come early and make a full day of it! (There is
no charge for Showcase or the MoM, including the sit-down dinner.)

Send your suggestions for future topics to: leo@tug.ca

Session Abstract:

The New Power Equation for
Dynamic Infrastructure
David will discuss the Dynamic Infrastructure and what it
means for businesses today. It’s
all about making your business
and IT environment ready to be
part of a planet that is becoming smarter. Power can help with
unique technologies and services for virtualization, energy
efficiency, management, and
business resiliency. David will
talk about the direction of IBM
Power Systems, and how they
will continue to deliver innovative technology generation after
generation.

David has over 20 years of
experience in information technology,
management,
and
executive management; and
has spent the last 9 years with
IBM. He graduated from the
University of Michigan with a
Bachelor of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering.
David is currently the Power
Systems Sales Executive for
North America, a role he has
held since April of 2007. His
areas of responsibility include
overall brand/product management, route to market strategy,
customer and partner programs,
customer
satisfaction
and
overall strategy, planning and
execution. David and his team
have led the unification of the
System i and System p brands
for North America as well as executing growth strategies that
have continued to deliver substantial market share gains for
IBM in the UNIX/Linux market.
Prior to his current assignment,
David served as Worldwide
Sales Executive for the System p
brand and a variety of other
sales and leadership positions
within Systems and Technology
Group in the Americas.

David J Von Eper

MoM Location
Sheraton Parkway Toronto North,
600 Highway 7 East (at Leslie)
Richmond Hill ON L4B 1B2
Canada
(Free underground parking)

March 24-26

Please register in advance at www.tug.ca/reg
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used by the payroll
department in Ancient
Rome to allow RPG I
programs to interface
with the time sundials
used by the gladiators
in the Coliseum. (You
may have wondered
why they used Roman
numerals
for
the
earlier RPG versions—
they dropped them
TUG Meeting of Members January 28, 2009 – Sheraton parkway Toronto North
when RPG CD was
introduced as the music
industry protested that it would cause
up the session with a discussion on new
24). Just like all of the regular MoMs,
mass confusion amongst consumers.)
BIFS (%EOF, %FOUND, %OPEN)
this meeting is free and open to all TUG
Overlaying a DS and other interesting “D”
members. And the TEC Showcase, held
Susan’s modern day example was using
Spec discoveries like “No length” Subfields
from 11:00 am through 5:30 pm the same
a Special file for “printing” to the Web.
and Group Fields.
day, is also free. So you could browse the
Although it only currently works for
Showcase floor, have some wine & cheese,
program-defined printer files, it can be
Then it was time to face the less than perfect
and stick around for the evening MoM
used with very minimal changes to the
road conditions for the drive home.
— all for free! (Of course you could also
original print program. Some other tips
register for the full conference, and benefit
presented were Conditional Compilation
Next MOMs
even more...)
Directives, the “H” Spec and things you
This year the March Meeting of Members
may not have known about it, Indicatorless
will take place at the Sheraton Parkway, on
The next regular MOM after that will be
RPG, and Named Indicators. She wrapped
the evening of TEC 2009 Day 1 (March
held on May 20th, 2009. 
TG

Attend the IBM Smarter IT Decisions Conference and find out how you can help your IT department
take action and reduce costs by making better IT decisions through new insights, new flexibility, and
new efficiencies. Our planet is becoming smarter – more interconnected, instrumented, and intelligent
– leading to new opportunities for cost savings and efficiency.
And IT leaders like yourself are facing unprecedented challenges.
Join us at the IBM Smarter IT Decisions Conference:
March 3 - Vancouver

April 8 - Calgary

April 28 - Halifax

March 4 - Regina

April 16 - Ottawa

April 29 - St. John’s

March 5 - Winnipeg

April 21 - Burlington

April 30 - Fredericton

March 7 - Edmonton

April 23 - Montreal

At the conference you will learn:
• How technology can change the way your organization thinks about IT
• How companies like yours have reduced their IT costs
• How to validate which IT investments are right for the long term
• Which new applications you can quickly deploy to grow your bottom line
• What actions you can take to immediately reduce infrastructure complexity
• Where the hidden cost savings are within your IT department
Register for the IBM Smarter IT Decisions Conference today!

www.ibm.com/events/ca

TORONTO USERS GROUP for Power Systems – March 2009

IBM and the IBM logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of International
Business Machines Corporation in the United States and are used under licence
by IBM Canada Ltd. © Copyright IBM Corporation 2009. All rights reserved.
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Questions and
Answers about

Career Transitions

By James O. Armstrong, TUG TEC 2009 keynote speaker
Q: Who is James Armstrong?
I am an author of a book about career transitions for baby boomers
named “Now What? Discovering Your New Life and Career After 50”
which is sold at retail and online bookstores all over the U.S. and
Canada. In addition, I’m a website entrepreneur, where my focus
is on job transitions for men and women over age 40, as well as on
subjects like college and training options, relocating, volunteering,
and other subjects of interest to baby boomers and younger seniors
as we transition into the next chapter of our lives. I am also President
of James Armstrong & Associates, Inc., a northwest suburban
Chicago national and international media representation firm.
Today I see my role as being one of speaking hope into my generation
of fellow baby boomers that the best may be yet to come instead of
past tense. Men and women today are visiting our website which
is www.NowWhatJobs.net because they probably just lost a job
or a loved one, friend, or neighbor just lost a job. And, they are
beginning to look for answers that make sense going forward into
the next chapter of their lives.

Q: What challenges have you faced that
reflect what you just talked about?
During the 1990s, I personally went through three reorganization
or downsizing exercises, which put me into the position of needing
to find a new job. In each case, I emerged victorious from that search
process. In addition to those personal experiences, over the past 30
years I have had an extensive amount of experience as a marketing
consultant with all sorts of economic development organizations in
the United States and Canada. Those organizations have included
foreign countries, states and provinces, cities, regional chambers of
commerce, economic development corporations and partnerships,
ports and airports, real estate developers, commercial real estate
companies, builders, and engineering companies, among other
companies in this market niche.
Q: Have you reinvented yourself, and if so
how?
Early in my career in the media industry, I discovered that the sales
career path was significantly different than the editorial or creative
direction. Specifically, my sales and marketing direction led me to a
13 year employee status with BusinessWeek Magazine, where I was
a national and international account manager. It also led me to an
eight year career with Industry Week Magazine, where I served as
Director of Economic Development among other responsibilities.
And it resulted in recent years in an involvement with The Financial
Times of London in the Midwest with selected accounts and
working on special reports. Beyond those assignments, I have also
functioned as the Director of Economic Development for a series of
magazines, including my current assignment at Inbound Logistics,
which is the leading logistics and global trade magazine in North
America in editorial and advertising pages.

© The 5th Wave, www.the5thwave.com

This background has also allowed me to interact with people up to
and including governors of states, lieutenant governors and directors
of commerce or departments of economic development. These
individuals tend to be cabinet level officers covering the economic
development or commerce department area for states throughout
the United States.
Q: What would you say to someone who has
career anxiety?
Those anxieties are certainly justified, but perhaps magnified
unnecessarily by the national media, which tends to provide an
incomplete picture of what is happening in the jobs and career area
in the United States. Specifically, the major TV networks and big
city daily newspapers in the U.S. especially tend to focus on layoffs
that occur in large companies. As a result, men and women get the
mis-impression that jobs are constantly decreasing, when in fact
the small business sector is busy generating jobs in our economy.
Government at all levels also has job opportunities. The health care
sector, including dental health in such areas as dental hygienists, is
also creating jobs for our society. And, so, we need to focus on where
the jobs are available and not where some large company eliminated
3,000 jobs yesterday. Look at the total picture in regard to the job
situation in America and elsewhere. The simple truth of the matter
is there is a labor shortage in America and there is especially a skills
shortage, which will become increasingly critical in the years to come.

8
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Q: Tell us about
an obstacle that
you faced in
your own career.
When my office closed at
BusinessWeek Magazine
in St. Louis, I wound up
exploring other options
and wound up moving to
Chicago. That was a successful transition, but I
had to be willing to move
physically and I had to
be willing to explore options at a different national magazine, whether
I wanted to do so or not,
for the sake of the financial needs of my
family. In other words, by being willing to
move to Chicago, I was able to take care of
the needs of my family. The follow-through
in this process meant that I had to demonstrate flexibility plus a willingness to do
whatever it would take to get the job done.
Q: Someone says to you,
“What can I do right now to
help my career?”
More education is always an option even if
that means going to a truck driver training
school for six weeks to become a truck driver.
The income levels you’re talking about range
from perhaps $35,000 to $75,000 a year as
a truck driver, depending on how many
hours you’re driving, and several other
factors. But, the opportunities are there in
that area just as they exist in warehousing
and some types of manufacturing jobs. It’s
all about being willing to explore options
that perhaps you haven’t considered in the
past. You may even conclude that today is
the day to begin exploring those options.
Q: Tell us about your book.
My book profiles 19 men and women from
all over the U.S. in all sorts of different jobs
and career paths, at all different ages ranging
from early 50s to 85 years old and with the
fullest possible range of educational levels.
Each of the transitions for these men and
women were successful. As a result, the stories are inspiring to other men and women,
especially those in difficult circumstances.
For someone who has been feeling a little
down in the mouth lately or might be anticipating a career transition coming up soon,
the book would make an ideal purchase.

Q: What would
you say to
someone who
says, “I see
a transition
coming up on
the horizon.”
You need to start planning now for what your
strategy will be. The
biggest point is not to
simply send a resume
out once or twice a week,
but to work hard in the
job transition process
just like you have worked
full-time in the past. To
land a new job, make sure to interact with
friends of yours from the industry, with
vendors that you’ve known over a period of time, while developing a database
program in your computer, and keeping
track of people you’ve contacted, including what they had to say, and then getting
back to them with appropriate follow-up
correspondence. That effort includes your
resume and letters of endorsement of you
as a person. By the way, your resume needs
to cite specific accomplishments in terms of
what you actually achieved in the job while
you were there, because everyone wants
to hire someone who is outstanding. If 10
people have the very same experience and
the same education, the one that actually
accomplished something while he or she
was in the position will be selected.
Q: Someone says to you,
“Jim, I cannot do it. I want
to give up.”
Well, if you do give up, then that becomes
a self-fulfilling prophesy where the end
conclusion is failure. So, if you want to fail,
then simply don’t make any effort. If that’s
your disposition, then there’s nothing
I can say or do to make you think or act
differently. But, if you’re willing to make
an effort, the more effort you make, the
better will be the outcome. If you choose
to contact 20 different prospects every day
and follow through with the appropriate
correspondence, that’s the kind of
aggressive approach you need to take as
compared to a passive effort, which might
only include contacting perhaps one or
two people per week. More contact is
the better approach and interacting with
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people who you know, including friends
and neighbors, and men and women
in the same company or industry, plus
vendors to your former company will all
be part of a winning process.
Q: Someone says to you, “I
know there aren’t any jobs
in this town, but all my
family and friends are here.
And I’m even taking care of
an aging parent here.”
Everything has to be taken into
consideration. If you can afford not to
work in the future, then the aging parent
consideration might become foremost.
But if you have to continue to receive
a paycheck, then you may want to
consider moving to where jobs are more
plentiful, such as the Rocky Mountain
states, and Alberta. The unemployment
rate there typically falls into the two to
three percent range.
Q: “But my kids are in high
school here.”
That’s unfortunate. But having a job is more
important than where your kids are in high
school. Flexibility in terms of pursuing
all your options is very important to your
ultimate success.
Q: Why did you decide to
devote so much of your life
to helping your fellow baby
boomers?
I believe it’s a calling which the Lord has
given to me.
TG

James O. Armstrong,
President of NowWhatJobs.net, Inc.,
(www.nowwhatjobs.net), will be
the keynote speaker at
TUG TEC 2009, March 25, 2009.
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JACKIE's Forum
Web Query Metadata Enhancements

I

was recently talking to a customer
who said that he had 6,000 tables
defined to DB2 Web Query. He
was wishing that some of his report
authors could be limited in the table names
that they saw.

Web Query now has the capability to
segment your metadata into various
“applications”. For example you might
have a “Sales” application and a “Finance”
application. It is important to note that
these “applications” store your metadata
not your reports. An end user will never
see the application name. Currently a
report developer stores his/her reports
in a domain. You will be able to associate
a new application to a domain. When a
report developer starts to develop a report
in a domain they will only see the metadata
stored in the related applications.
Currently all metadata is stored in an
application called baseapp. By default
baseapp is a common application that can
be seen by all domains. When a report
author creates a report they will initially
be presented with a list of all files both in
baseapp and any new applications that
have been linked to their domain. Baseapp
can be deleted if you do not want a set of
common tables to appear.
Let’s look at
how this will work...
Step 1: Sign on to Developer Workbench
as an administrator, expand the Data
Servers folder, expand the EDASERVE
folder, right click on the Applications
folder, and select “New Application”.
Step 2: Navigate down the Managed
Reporting structure, right click on your
domain and associate the new application
with your domain as shown in Figure 1. The
applications are displayed in the sequence
that they are searched by Web Query.
Step 3: If you are signed on as a developer
in Developers Workbench you will notice
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Figure 1.

Jackie Jansen

that the tree structure has changed. No
longer do you have the Data Servers path
that the administrator does. You now
see only the Managed Reporting path.
Underneath Managed Reporting is a new
folder called Applications. This is where
you will locate your metadata. You will
always see baseapp if it exists, and you will
also see any applications that you have
associated with this domain.
Select your new application, right click,
and create your synonym. If you create your
synonym in an application associated only
with this domain, then report authors in
other domains will not be able to see the
new metadata. Figure 2 shows the new
dropdown box that allows you to select an
application for your metadata.

application related to the domain that the
reports are in.
Let me wrap up by giving you one example
a customer described to me recently. The
customer told me that they had multiple
subsidiaries on their System i and that
they did not want the developers from one
subsidiary seeing the files from another
subsidiary in their list.

At the time of writing this article you need
to be using Developer Workbench to create
metadata in a user created application. Shortly
after this article is published you should also
be able to control where your metadata will
be placed using the browser interface.
Step 4: This is really what it is all about.
This is where you get to create a report and
no longer see a list of 6,000 tables (unless
you choose to leave them all in baseapp).
Your first screen when creating a report is
a list of tables to select from. Instead of
all the tables in the system, this list will
now include only the tables defined in
applications that are associated with the
domain and the tables defined in baseapp.
Mission accomplished!
To migrate to this application model you
will need to manually move your metadata
(.mas and .acx files) from baseapp to
your new applications. You will need to
ensure that the required metadata is in an

Figure 2.
If the subsidiaries all use the same file names
and file layouts then normal library list
support should be used. When you create
a synonym and specify a one-part name,
the library name is not stored, and the user
library list which is in effect at run-time
is used. If the different subsidiaries have
different files and different applications,
then this new metadata application support
will do exactly what was desired.  TG
Jackie Jansen is the IBM i
Solutions Manager for Information
Builders specializing in DB2 Web
Query. Jackie is a frequent speaker
at Technical Conferences and User
Group meetings. Contact her at
jackie_jansen@ibi.com.
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NOTES
Upcoming Events
March 24, 2009:
Special TUG MoM @ TEC
(Sheraton Parkway)
▶ Speaker: David von Eper
March 24–26, 2009: TEC 2009
(16th annual technical
education conference
and vendor showcase)
Power = i + p
The new power
equation after e=mc2!
May 20, 2009: TUG MoM
(Living Arts Centre Mississauga)
▶ Speaker: TBA
June 25, 2009: TUG Golf Classic
(twenty first annual charity golf
tournament and banquet)
September 23, 2009: TUG MoM
November 18, 2009: TUG MoM

TUGsudoku # 24.4

By Cornelia Dragland
Improve your memory! Solve this TUGsudoku puzzle, and bring your solution to the
TUG Meeting of Members on March 24, 2009. You will win a free 1 GB memory stick.
36

p

34
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32

400

32

36

x

38
36

p
3

400

p

38
34

32

400

p

i

TUGsudoko rules:
Every row and every
column, as well as every
major block of nine squares
must contain each of the
following characters:
3,32,34,36,38,400,i,p,x.
(No duplicates.)
January puzzle solved:
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Reminder

Please remember to register on-line for
each Meeting of Members. It helps us to
plan for seating and food, and you could
win a fabulous door prize!

TEC 2009 Showcase Exhibitors and Sponsors

Find TUG on Facebook

We like to keep as many channels open
as possible with our members. That’s why
we have this magazine, as well as regular
meetings, email blasts, conferences, our online eZine, social outings, golf tournaments,
etc.; and now there is something new! We
have created a TUG group within Facebook. Check it out at www.facebook.com.
You’ll probably find that many of your
friends are already there!
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Protecting Against Data Vulnerability
By Andy Kowalski

N

o matter how careful you may
be, your data is vulnerable.
Foolproof protection is impossible for three reasons. First,
most systems and the connections to them
are complex. Finding and plugging all possible points of attack are superhuman feats.
Second, illicit activity can occur through
legitimate channels. For example, malevolent employees can use their authorizations
to alter data. The third reason why no protection can be foolproof is fools are so ingenious. And security breaches are not the
only threats. Natural disasters, disk crashes
and human error are others.
Because there is no infallible protection, it
is essential to backup data and applications.
This is usually done through tape saves, but
there are problems with this approach. For
one, even with the increase in tape speeds
over the years, it can still take a long time
to recover (restore) your data, particularly
if the tapes were sent offsite to protect
them from disasters that strike the primary
data center. Yet, considering businesses’
dependence on their systems, these lengthy
recovery times can be catastrophic.
Data currency, often referred to as RPO
(Recovery Point Objective), presents
another problem. Backups are normally
created nightly. The tapes are complete up
to that point, but updates applied between
backups are not recorded on tape.

If a data center, including any onsite journals,
is destroyed, updates to production disks
since the last backup will be lost. If the data
originated in all-electronic transactions,
there may be no way to recreate it.

About Vision Solutions
Vision Solutions, Inc. is the world’s leading provider of high availability, disaster
recovery and data management solutions for IBM Power Systems (i and p platforms).
With a portfolio spanning the industry’s most innovative and trusted HA technologies
from iTERA, MIMIX and ORION Solutions, Vision keeps critical businesses information
continuously protected and available. Affordable and easy to use, Vision products
ensure business continuity, increase productivity, reduce operating costs and satisfy
compliance requirements. Vision also offers advanced cluster management and
systems management solutions, and support for i, Windows, and AIX operating
environments. As IBM’s largest high availability Premier Business Partner (NYSE:
IBM), Vision Solutions oversees a global network of business partners and services
and support professionals to help our customers achieve their business goals.
Privately held by Thoma Bravo, Inc., Vision Solutions is headquartered in Irvine,
California with offices worldwide.
For more information, visit www.visionsolutions.com or call 800.957.4511.
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There are ways to overcome these challenges.
High Availability (HA) solutions can
maintain real-time replicas of all data,
applications, and system values at a remote
location, giving an RPO equal to the most
recently entered user transaction. However,
this approach typically cannot protect
against malicious deletion or alteration
of data as the HA replicator cannot
differentiate between valid and invalid
updates. If an attacker deletes or mangles
data, the software will typically replicate
those illicit updates, thereby corrupting the
backup as well.
Fortunately, Continuous Data Protection
(CDP), which is built into some HA software, can be added to HA environments
by implementing another class of solution:
Data Vaulting, which offers a disk-based
means to overcome this replication shortcoming. When CDP is combined with HA,
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in addition to maintaining a
real-time replica of a system,
it becomes possible to also
restore the replica
and the primary system to a prior point
in time. How far
back you can go depends on how much
storage you are willing to allocate to the CDP facility, but
if you vigilantly monitor your systems and data, you should
be able to detect a problem early enough to restore your systems to a point prior to the problem.
The CDP facility may then allow you to select for recovery
any valid updates applied after that point, while bypassing
the invalid ones. (In some circumstances data dependencies
and referential integrity rules may make it impossible to
restore these later valid updates if they were affected by the
invalid updates.)
Some small and medium-sized companies cannot afford to
maintain full replica systems at a second site. A data vaulting
solution that includes CDP can provide data protection (but
not high levels of availability) that is similar to that offered
by HA software. Data vaulting captures updates applied

Andy Kowalski
Senior Product
Manager
Vision Solutions Inc.
Andy has a
Bachelors Degree in
Computer Science
and over 22 years
experience in
IBM midrange
from System/38
to System i
specializing in
data resiliency,
availability, system
optimization
and cross-platform database change data capture
(CDC) technologies. Andy has worked for customers,
partners and software vendors both in Europe and
North America. He has a strong technical and business
knowledge of the System i market space and is an
advisor, project manager and solution architect on
many implementation projects from SMB to Enterprise.
One of Andy’s skills is his ability to explain complex
technical topics in a practical and easy-to-understand
way to any audience. Andy’s role at Vision Solutions
Inc. is to help define and implement product strategy
for Vision’s portfolio of resiliency, availability, systems
and database management technologies.
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to the primary databases and transmits them over a standard
communications line to a vault. Transmissions typically occur
in batches sent at a frequency of the administrator’s choosing,
but some vaulting software also offers the option of near realtime transmission. When you need to restore data, good
vaulting software will guide you through the process and
automate as much of it as possible.
With a flexible vaulting solution, the vault system does not
have to match the production system. Because the vault typically
does not have to do any processing other than store the data sent to
it, you can, for example, backup data from a midrange system onto
a small Linux or Windows machine. This can dramatically reduce
the price of the vault compared to a HA replica system. Since the
vault can be as simple as a PC, a small, one-location company that
cannot cost-justify using a third-party vaulting service can install
the vault in the home of the company’s owner or another employee.
Flexible vaulting solutions also allow the implementation of “hot
backups,” the ability to perform backups without interrupting
business users and, even more importantly, the ability to restore
that data to a consistent point in time so it’s ready to use.
In addition to allowing point-in-time recovery, vaulting reduces
data loss and allows hot backups. Furthermore, because it is a diskto-disk solution, recovering a full database is much faster than
recovering from tape. 
TG

Must-Read IBM Power
White Papers
Click & Download Now!
The One Essential Guide
to Disaster Recovery:
How to Ensure IT and
Business Continuity

The Essential Guide to
IBM i Disaster Recovery
visionsolutions.com/TUG09-1

System i Optimization
Best Practices

System i Management
Best Practices
visionsolutions.com/TUG09-2

Assessing the Financial
Impact of Downtime

Understand the factors that
contribute to the cost of downtime
and accurately calculate its total
cost in your organization.

Assessing the Financial
Impact of Downtime
visionsolutions.com/TUG09-3
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Seneca Update
“Sweet Vindication”

By Russell Pangborn

H

ave you ever had a decision or
action questioned and at the
time it doesn’t appear to others
that your choice was a good
one? And even though you are being looked
at with disdain, you are certain about what
you did. At those times, it would be nice
for the proof to suddenly appear. Actually,
not just mere proof that earns a grudging
irritated acceptance of your position.
What you want is overwhelming evidence
that totally converts the other doubting
Thomases. You want the type of evidence
that lets you utter that usually irritating
expression we like to use so often, but
usually don’t get a great effect with. Though,
this one time when you say it, others will
nod their head and agree that they should
not have questioned what you did. What I
am talking about is getting to say with great
authority:

Why am I telling this story in the Seneca
column? As a teacher we may give warnings
to the students like “Start early on your
assignment—don’t leave it to the last
minute.” Or “It helps your understanding
of the material by attending the lectures.”
But when things go wrong, it gives me no
pleasure to use that over-worn expression.
Actually, I sometimes leave things to the
last minute too (like writing this column)
so who am I to preach!
“I told you so” sometimes sounds harsh. I
won’t even use it when a student is trying to

argue the case that the only reason they got
an “F” is the teachers ineptitude. I would
like to hopefully politely point out that I
took attendance in my lecture periods just
to see if there is any correlation between
a poor mark and poor attendance. Maybe
missing half the classes had an impact.
Remember there was that opening slide for
the subject that said one of the formulas for
passing was attending the classes.
So, there have been no eureka “I told you
so” moments for me here at the college with
students or with my colleagues.
Why am I telling this story in TUG
magazine? Well, it could be tied it into one
of the principal architects of the system we
have been faithfully using all these years.
Dr. Frank Soltis is an amazing speaker. The
anecdotes he has shared with audiences
around the world are just not about our
system, they comprise the history of
Steve Willems

“I told you so!”

There are only a couple times in your life
this may happen (if it happens at all.) For
me it took place early in my life. If I had
known that this type of vindication rarely
occurs, I would have savoured it a bit more
at the time it transpired. I got to say this
phrase at eleven years of age and since then
it has never had that same effect for me.

Prairie Perspective — Saskatchewan wheat farm
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I was eleven years old and had just flown
out to my Uncle Sam and Aunt Anne’s
wheat farm in Saskatchewan from Oakville
Ontario. As we were driving by a farmhouse
on my way to their home, my Aunt was
going on about some of the horrible
things the people who lived there had
done and planned to do. They certainly
didn’t sound very trustworthy to me. But,
at the time I didn’t realize my poor Aunt
was demonstrating symptoms of paranoid
schizophrenia. I would figure that out later.
The farm where my Uncle and Aunt lived
was totally isolated. I don’t remember
seeing any houses within walking distance.
The nearest town was fifteen miles away
attainable by taking gravel roads and being
aware of what turns to make.

time she got up to a fever pitch –
and he wasn’t agreeing with her.
So she tried to grab the steering
wheel from my Uncle to crash
us as we travelled at a fairly high
rate of speed. As I watched them
struggle for control of the vehicle,
the decision to try to get home
as soon as possible was silently
made.
Fortunately we didn’t crash. My first task
was to be very focused on the route to get to
town. An eleven year old doesn’t usually pay
much attention to routes when people were
driving. This time it was very important
to do this. The main problem for getting
rescued was Aunt Anne had control of the
phone at the farmhouse. I couldn’t phone
for help. It was locked away. She also would
insist on reading my mail before I took it
to the nearest post office 15 miles away in
the Town of Fife Lake. There wasn’t an easy
way for me to tell my parents I felt I was in
danger.

My aunt’s behaviour was a little troubling.
She was good to me, but constantly talked
about various plots against her. Someone
would visit; things would be pleasant and
then after they left there were these amazing
accusations about their real intentions. At
night, she would sometimes go out in the
garden and just wail for a long time. But, I
could handle all of that.

Luckily my Uncle and Aunt had planned
another excursion a week later. This time
they let me stay back at the farmhouse—
and I had a plan. My Uncle had a huge truck
that he used to fill with grain for market.
Knowing where the keys were kept, I wrote
my “Help Me” letter and then got in the
truck to drive to Fife Lake. Those lessons
on how to drive a manual transmission
vehicle were now going to pay off. After
taking all the correct turns through the
fifteen miles of farmland, I pulled up onto
the main street. It must have looked strange
to see a small eleven year old emerge from
the drivers seat of a very large truck on a
main street of a small town. Since it was
such a small town, the person I handed the
letter to must have wondered where I came
from. But the storeowner said nothing, no
one saw me climb back up unto my “rig”
and my trip home was uneventful. When
Uncle Sam and Aunt Anne came home, no
questions were asked.

One day my Uncle and Aunt had decided
to drive into town. While I was in the back
seat, my Aunt started to go on about various
subterfuges against her. All this time my
Uncle Sam didn’t talk to me about how my
aunt was acting. He was very laid back and
seemed to ignore what was happening. This

About a week later I was in the yard
and my Dad suddenly drove up in his
car. He got out with my sister and told
my Aunt he had decided to pick
me up early instead of waiting
another month and having me
fly back.

There were some good times the first few
weeks of that visit. My Uncle taught me
how to drive a stick shift tractor and I would
spend all day on the machine ploughing
fields for planting. Then there was the time
we went hunting for a wheat farm pest, the
prairie dog. I learned to whistle so it would
poke its head up with curiosity and then –
well you don’t want to hear the rest.
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Eduardo Guillen

computing. A couple of years ago, I found
myself sitting beside him at a dinner after
one of his stirring talks. He has many
interesting stories to tell. I have maybe
one or two—in my total lifetime. So I told
him one of them. He made a few polite
comments and reminisced about an earlier
time on the farm—thus qualifying my story
for publication in this magazine.

We had dinner that evening and my Aunt
seemed quite cheerful. She seemed very
normal. After dinner, my dad was working
on fixing something in the front seat of his
car. I was showing my sister around the
farm. We could see my dad, and we could
see the farmhouse. At that time, my sister
who is three years older let me have it with
both barrels.
“There is nothing wrong with Auntie Anne!”
“Do you know how much you scared Mom
and Dad!” “We drove almost non-stop
here—I had to eat cereal in the car instead
of stopping at a Restaurant.” “We drove
thousands of miles.” ...and so on. I have to
admit my Aunt looked the picture of sanity
and cheerfulness. I don’t think my letter at
the time was very descriptive. It probably
just said “You have to get me out of here. I
am in danger.”
I had visions that for the next few years my
sister and everyone else would be telling me
about that time I cried wolf and caused so
much trouble.
At the exact moment that my sister had
finished her rant (which, by the way was
taking me down notch by notch as she
made excellent points to which I had no
reply) my Aunt came storming out of the
house shrieking at my dad about the secret
radio transmitter he was running from the
car to listen to everything that was been
said over in the farmhouse. She went on for
quite a while.
Now, for the life of me I can’t remember if
I said, “I told you so!” or just thought it.

TG
Russell Pangborn is a
professor at Seneca College,
and a vice president of TUG.
He can be reached at russell.
pangborn@senecac.on.ca.
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Data Warehouse:
Primary Concepts
By Thibault Dambrine

A

ccording to market research firm IDC, the total
data warehouse market is expected to grow to
$13.5 billion in 2009 at a nine percent compound
annual growth rate. Data warehousing technology
is currently at a point of acceptance such that for most
medium to large companies, it satisfies its own discrete part
of strategic corporate data requirements. Effectively, it has
proven so useful that no C-suite (Chief Executive Officer,
Chief Financial Officer etc.) team
would want to run a business
without it. How does such
a technology, with
more of a back-room
than front-office
connotation,
become so hot? In
a word, it boils
down to business
(as opposed
to IT).
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Business Drivers
The raw material for good business decisionmaking is simply good data. “Good”, for
the purpose of this topic, can be defined
as accurate, reliable, organized and timely.
If one of these elements is missing, the
decision maker will either have to do more
work to verify, organize, or update the data
before making a decision—or risk taking a
bad (read expensive) decision.
In what circumstances could data be
so bad, when computerized systems
are so prevalent? Here are some of the
leading causes for having late, inaccurate,
disorganized, or unverifiable data:
Data Organization:
• Mergers and acquisitions or major
organizational shifts
• Data silos resulting in conflicting
information
• Competitive pressure to maximize
effectiveness of marketing efforts and
production resources
Timeliness:
• Poor data access resulting in delayed
decision making
• Inability to perform real-time
business analysis
Accuracy and Reliability:
• Rising management costs for
disparate systems and questionable
data integrity verification (reliability)
Qualifying Questions
How would you know if a data warehouse
could help in YOUR business? Here

are some litmus test
questions:
• Are you managing
multiple, disparate
databases?
• Is your company lacking a
common data set that
facilitates decision
making?
• Does your IT staff
struggle to satisfy
business requests
for access to data?
• Does your company
have the capabilities
to perform real-time business analysis?
• Do your competitors use real-time
business analysis?
Over and above these questions, three
business trends have come to dominate IT
requirements:
1. Access to data 24/7, world-wide, for
internal and external, web-based
information customers.
2. The demand for business decision
making data in real-time, at all levels
of aggregation.
3. Sarbanes-Oxley and other similar
legislation has led to an increased
emphasis on financial controls.
The ease of satisfying the type of requirements described above with the help of
DW technology has effectively spurred the
growth in this discipline. In this article, I
will lay out some theory on data warehousing and expose the three phases of a data
warehouse project: the planning, the implementation and the operation.

Data Warehouse Theory
Bill Inmon first defined the term
“data warehouse”. He defined
it in the following way: “A
data warehouse is a subjectoriented, integrated, timevariant, and non-volatile
collection of data in support of management’s
decision making process.” Bill Inmon’s view
of the data warehouse
is also known as the
“top down” design method, as
it involves a lot of up-front endin-mind planning before any results can be
extracted.
Ralph Kimball, another well-known data
warehouse author, defines a data warehouse
as “a copy of transaction data specifically
structured for query and analysis.” Kimball
is a proponent of the bottom-up approach
to data warehouse design. In this approach,
data marts, or “mini data warehouse” data
storage facilities are first created to provide
reporting and analytical capabilities for
specific business processes. Like bricks
forming a wall, the data contained
within these data marts can eventually be
combined to create a more comprehensive
data warehouse.
A large number of vendors have initially
appeared on the market to bring to life
Inmon and Kimball theories. As DW
software vendors are maturing, a wave of
consolidations and buy-outs similar to what
has been seen in the ERP vendor space is
taking shape. (See Table 1.)

DW Consolidations and Buy-outs
Date
Target
Acquired By

Valuation

2003/12

Crystal Reports

Business Objects

$1.2 billion

2006/02

FirstLogic

Business Objects

$96 million

2006/12

Knightsbridge Solutions

HP

700-person DW consultancy,
undisclosed financial terms

2007/03

Hyperion

Oracle

$3.3 billion

2007/05

OutlookSoft

SAP

Estimate: $4-500 million

2007/09

Applix

Cognos

$339 million

2007/10

Business Objects

SAP

$6.8 billion

2007/12

Cognos

IBM

$5 billion

2008/01

BEA

Oracle

$8.5 billion

Table 1.
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In the table presented, note the following
points:
• Several acquirers, like Business
Objects, who bought Crystal Reports
and FirstLogic, and Cognos who
bought Applix, were subsequently
bought out themselves.
• The takeover events above are in order
of date. On can clearly see a trend on
the right side, to bigger and bigger
valuations, pointing to a maturing and
increasing valuation of corporations
in this sector.
Data Warehouse
Foundations:
the Star Schema
The foundation of any data Warehouse
starts with giving some thought as to how
the data will be organized within. The
classic data organization method for DW
data storage is called the “Star Schema”.
Here is how it works:

2) Weather Snowflake Dimension,
which also depends on the
geographic location and the time
when the fact occurred
Deciding when to snowflake a dimension or
to include it should be above all a practical
decision. For example, if you get weather
data for 1,000 retail outlet postal codes
every day from an outside supplier, it may
be just easier to keep it in a separate table.
Speed of retrieval is also a factor. If the extra
time it takes to access snowflake data is too
expensive, it may be advisable to add the
information to the main dimension or even
in the fact table if it is critical enough—
effectively de-normalizing, trading storage
for speed.

To illustrate this point, the diagram in
Figure 1 shows a retail star schema.
• At the center of the star are the facts.
Facts are tangible events. In this
case, the facts are individual sales
transactions.
• Around the facts are five dimensions:
1) Customer Loyalty Dimension
2) Geographic Dimension
3) Product Dimension
4) HR Dimension
5) Time Dimension

Having divided the data into facts and
dimensions, one can mine the data for
trends. In a retail environment, one could
look for questions such as:
• What distance will the average loyalty
card holding customer travel from
their home to one of the company
retail stores?
• Is there a correlation between the
distance and the frequency of the
visits?
• If a promotion flyer was distributed by
mail to a given postal code, what was
the loyalty card holder response?
• In the spring season, at what average
temperature do customers purchase
more cold drinks, like fruit juices than
hot drinks, like coffee?
• If a customer bought a product in
the “salty snack” category, what is the
probability that they would also buy
one or more cold drinks?
• Is there a typical “basket of goods”
purchased on certain weekdays?
• What is the profile of the employees
with the best sales?
• If a sales education course was
provided for employees of a given
territory, can the results be measured?

• Further defining the Geographic
dimension are two sub-dimensions,
also known as “snowflake” dimensions
because of the shape they give to the star:
1) Tax Snowflake Dimension,
which depends on the geographic
location and the time when the fact
occurred

These are just examples of questions one
could ask and conveniently get answers to
using data stored in a fact/dimension-based
star schema. Better yet, beyond having
answers to questions that the marketers
may be curious about, the secondary aim of
the data warehouse star schema is to enable
“data mining”. Effectively, data mining is

The first aim of the data warehouse
system is to help decision makers find,
earlier than their competitors, hitherto
unforeseen trends that may affect their
business. To support these decision making
requirements, the data in a data warehouse
is divided into “facts” and “dimensions”.
Facts are tangible events which also carry
inherent characteristics. Dimensions are
any data elements that may affect the
behavior of these facts.
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the use of software to uncover hitherto
unknown trends, or trends not easily visible
otherwise.
To make the point, here is an example: A
large (big surface/many stores) retail grocer
has its retail transactions organized in a
star schema-based data warehouse. They
use a software package to mine the data for
cyclic sales trends. What if they discovered
that eggplants sales go through the roof
every time a full-moon is on a Thursday?
The result is that they could prepare and
stock up on that item in advance of every
full-moon Thursday, enabling management
to take advantage of a cyclical, predictable
event.
If the eggplant story is not convincing, here
is one that is real. In the book he wrote
about “Leadership”, Rudolph Giuliani,
former mayor of New York, describes how
data mining actually helped reduce crime
in the New York City prison system. The
situation was as follows: The Prison system
had point-of-sale systems to manage the
prison concession stores, which sell items
such as cigarettes, chocolate bars and such.
They also had a completely separate system
to handle criminal records, including
the criminal history of each individual
registered in the system, with a track record
of their crimes both outside and inside the
prison system.
One could describe these two systems
as “silos” of information, as they were
independent of each other. Using data
warehouse technology and data mining
tools, the NYPD systems analysts
uncovered a hitherto un-noticed trend:
prior to most prison riots or group crime
events, there was a run up in concession
sales. When they reported their findings
to the wardens, effectively the “business”
users of these systems, it made total
sense to them. What happened was that
a few prison kingpins and gang leaders
would first stock up on concession goods,
and then trigger a riot. As a predictable
punishment for such events, the prison
authorities would clamp down on the
inmates and shut down the concession
stores for a period of time, thereby creating
a shortage of goods. The kingpins would
then have a captive black market to re-sell
what they had bought at regular price, at a
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Sample: Retail Star Schema
WEATHER
(SNOWFLAKE
DIMENSION)

TAXES
(SNOWFLAKE
DIMENSION)

Date
Hour
Province/State
County
City
Temperature
Conditions

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Province/State
County
City
Effective Start Date
Effective End Date

•
•
•
•
•

GEOGRAPHY
(DIMENSION)
•
•
•
•
•
•

CUSTOMER
LOYALTY
(DIMENSION)
•
•
•

Frequent Customer #
Customer Name
Customer Postal Code

HR
(DIMENSION)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Store Number
Province/State
County
City
Postal Code
Time Zone

PRODUCT
(DIMENSION)
SALES
TRANSACTIONS
(FACTS)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

item number
item quantity
sale date
sale time
store number
sales person #
item price
Frequent
Customer #

Sales Person #
Age
Seniority
Education
Sales Period
Sales

•
•
•
•
•
•

Item number
Brand Name
Item Category
Item Packaging
Order by Unit of Measure
Sold by Unit of Measure

TIME
(DIMENSION)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date
Hour
Week Day
Week Number
Month
Season
Public Holliday
Rush Hour

Figure 1.
premium to other inmates. By monitoring
sudden spikes in concession sales, the
NY prison wardens managed to reduce
in-prison crime. When such trends were
noticeable, they would move the known
trouble-makers to un-familiar cells, beef
up the security, do more in-depth searches
and effectively destroy the ability of these

gang leaders to take advantage of their
positions. The net effect was a significant
reduction in prison rioting events.
Making It All Happen:
Planning
Prior to starting a data warehouse in an IT
department that did not previously use one;
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the first step is to ensure the staff who will
work in this area have a strong understanding
of data warehouse technologies. Plan to
get formal training for the team that will
follow through with the implementation,
development and maintenance of the DW.
Training the Business Analysts is equally
important, as they will convey the value
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of the new techniques to the business data
consumers—the decision makers.
Once you have been through the steps
of planning your first star schema, your
next step will be to plan for the physical
data repository for your data. Most of the
Fortune 500 software vendors offer some
sort of DW hosting solution, sometimes
as a stand-alone offering, sometimes
in conjunction with operating system
vendors, such as Teradata, HP or IBM for
example. The same corporations typically
offer consulting services, in addition to
hardware and software. Getting consultants
that understand well the technology that
you currently run will help reduce the
knowledge gap.
Equally, choosing the right hosting platform
for your data warehouse is a decision not to
be taken lightly, as it will be there for a long
time. Factors to consider are scalability, cost
and your own staff ’s ability to support this
new platform in your organization. Picking
a platform your existing IT staff is not
familiar with will likely translate in higher
consulting, training and startup costs for
the project. While the choice of platform
should not be entirely driven by money,
experience shows that the Business tends to
look at costs until they see benefits. Higher
up-front costs tend to make the project
harder to sell.
When selecting any data warehouse software
package, expect significant up-front costs.
If anything is right, you will work with the
chosen tool for many years, so you need to

be sure that you are buying the software that
best fits your requirements. In real estate, the
golden rule is “location, location, location”.
For software selection, “research, research,
and more research” is the number one rule
before committing to a software vendor.
One more critical point in the planning
phase is budgeting for the long term.
Starting a new data warehouse operation
means not only new hardware and software.
There should be budget items for training,
consulting, recurring license fees, disk
space, and new staff. All this should not be
a surprise to the sponsors of the project.

frequency, data origin & business descriptions, and change management. Like data
warehousing in general, the discipline of
“metadata management” is a growth area.
The Big Picture
The picture in Figure 2 summarizes the flow
of data from external systems to the data
warehouse and out again to the business
users. Note the span of the governance
process. It guides the data and guards
integrity from the beginning to end.

Designing the first star schema, installing
the data warehouse host system and the
disk resources are first two steps in the
journey. Once the theoretical data model
is created, the next step is to implement it,
create the tables and create the indexes that
will physically contain the data in the data
warehouse as well as the indexes, which will
allow programs to efficiently retrieve and
join to the data within. At that point, the
star schema will physically exist, but it will
be empty. The next step will be to ensure
data will flow into the data warehouse.

Extract / Transform /
Load – ETL
Data warehouse systems are typically
hosted on systems that are separate and
distinct from the source systems they pull
data from. To move the data from one
system to another, the data warehouse
planners will require interface skills. These
interfaces will bring the data from the
source systems and verify that what has
been sent to the DW matches the source
system. While ETL work can be done
with virtually any common programming
language, the trend is to use specialized
ETL packages that facilitate the three steps
described above.

As described earlier on, the table relationships in a star schema are foundation information of the data warehouse. These relationships don’t just magically happen. They
have to be recorded, tracked and managed.
This type of tracking information is known
as “metadata”, or data about data. Metadata
management tools may span everything
from star schema relationship, to file usage

When designing your star schema, you have
already made a decision about what data is
important to you, what data you want to see
correlations for, and what data will provide
new value. While you may need to refine
some of these concepts, by the time you
reach the point where your data warehouse
is designed, you should know what systems
will feed your data warehouse.

Data Warehouse Data Flow Diagram
External Systems

External Systems

Scheduled
Extract
Transform
Load (ETL)

The
Data Warehouse
System

Database System

Reporting

Integrity
Management
External Systems

Figure 2.
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presents
all proceeds to

Thursday June 25th 2009
at the

Glen Eagle Golf Club , Caledon
Tee-off Time: 8.00 am
Cost: $130.00 per golfer (including all taxes)
Includes Green fee, Power cart and a delicious
New York sirloin steak and Chicken dinner
Enjoy a great day of golf with your fellow “tuggies” and network with your peers
All are welcome! (not limited to TUG members)
Bring on your business partners, clients, friends, neighbours and relatives
Sign up a foursome

Prizes and surprises
Make your reservations early, as we are limited to 144 golfers.

For more information (www.tug.ca) contact, the TUG office
Phone :905-607-2546 or 888-607-2546
e-mail admin@tug.ca
or you may fax your entry to 905-607-2547
PAYMENT IN ADVANCE
(We accept Master Card and Visa)
Donations to our prize table would be greatly appreciated.

Sponsorship opportunities are also available

Glen Eagle Golf Club pro-shop: Telephone 905-880-0131
www.gleneaglegolf.com
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Three steps to
marketing prowess:
1. Fear the wolf.
2. Dance with the wolf.
3. Become the wolf.

Release the inner wolf in your company.
Advertise in the TUG magazine.
Call: Ron Campitelli 905-893-8217
or: Wende Boddy 905-820-0295

magazine
We are tightly focused on the Power Systems space.
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The process of bringing data from your operational systems to
the data warehouse is commonly known as ETL or Extract/
Transform/Load. These three verbs suggest exactly what you will
need to do to get that data into the data warehouse.
1. Data extraction involves:
a. Identifying extraction criteria and frequency of extraction
b. Cleaning the data (ensuring there are no duplicates,
ensuring there is a default value for missing elements, and
ensuring that all the data follows the same rules.
c. Extracting also means, most times, to physically pull data
from a number of possible operational systems to the data
warehouse, thereby involving software interfaces.
2. Data transformation involves:
a. Bringing the data to its most granular shape: For example,
in your financial system, your monthly data is stored in
12 columns per table. Making the data more granular
means to transform the shape of this data and produce
12 individual rows (one for each month), This will enable
joining at the GL fact data at year/month/account level
to data from other parts of the business stored at a similar
level of granularity and make comparisons/trending at
that level.
b. Making the data more meaningful, e.g. if “1” meant
“Male” and “2” meant “Female” in the source system,
having “Male” and “Female” in the data warehouse makes
these values more readable and more usable.
c. Deriving values from existing data e.g. “sales = qty * price”
the result of which will be stored for quicker retrieval (no
need to calculate it at retrieval time).
d. Data cleansing is also typically part of the
transformation. This activity includes omission of
useless data as well as validation and possibly rejection
(error reporting) for data that does not conform to
established rules. Activities such as replacing nulls with
default values or flagging and removing duplicate values
are part of this discipline. On the topic of duplicates,
one should keep in mind that some duplicates are
trickier to identify than others. For example, having
“GM” and “General Motors” as two different clients
with the same address could be considered a duplicate,
even if the names are completely different. This is the
type of data cleansing that has to be addressed for the
data warehouse to be effective. Even better, if possible,
the cleansing routine should report such anomalies
and help the source systems clean their data if possible.
Some companies actually specialize in data cleanup.

d. Source to target integrity checking— verifying that what
has been loaded in the DW does reflect what is in the
source system.
At the end of the interfaces and ETL processes, one final step should
always follow: The integrity check, which will ensure that the data
loaded in the data warehouse truly reflects the contents of the
business data. If that integrity is lost, then business decisions made
with the help of the data warehouse will likely be unreliable— the
credibility of the DW will be questioned, rightfully so and this will
impact the support from sponsors.

3. Data Loading:
a. Ensuring the new data is not a duplicate of the existing
one already loaded in the DW.
b. If the data is loaded multiple times per day, the load
may involve re-calculating the running totals used in
subsequent extract every time a new load is performed.
c. Referential integrity is critical for the functioning of a
data warehouse. This aspect must be verified at load time.

Scheduling
One of the seldom-talked-about topics of data warehousing is
scheduling. On the load side, gathering data on regular basis, as
seldom as monthly and as often as hourly or better, does require
automation. Most IT departments make use of some form of job
scheduler. Your data warehouse ETL jobs will have to not only
be scheduled but also be subject to business run dependencies.
Attention to detail, when it comes to setting job scheduler
dependencies is critical.
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On the data retrieval side, while a simple
data pull from the Business system to the
data warehouse sounds like routine, many
things can go wrong. Make sure you check
your integrity reports daily or better yet,
schedule integrity checking jobs that will
notify a pager if any integrity is out. Keep
a keen eye on any disruption or any job
that runs abnormally slowly or quickly. If
there is no programming or scheduling
modifications in the DW systems, this is
often a sign of trouble with source data.
Many times, the data warehouse integrities
will be the first to signal anomalies in the
data and make Business Systems aware of
a problem even before the Business Users
know about it.
24/7 accessibility is also a requirement
to consider, especially for operations that
work across many time zones. This should
be taken into account when planning
scheduled jobs and architecting solutions.
Conversely, in limited time-zone DW
implementations, having the night hours
with relatively low client demands opens
the opportunity to do data-preparation
in off hours. Examples of these could be

“canned reports” or cubes that take a long
time to process. Preparing these at night
or during off hours will ensure the data is
ready for the users. When they come in the
morning, the users will not have to wait for
the reports, they will be pre-calculated.
Retrieving the Data –
Providing the Value
This is the visible part of total effort that
goes into the data warehouse, indeed,
the one that will get the most attention.
The information sourced from the data
warehouse is broadly known as “Business
Intelligence” (BI) - strategic decisionmaking data. Business decision makers
will consume the reporting and data
mining results from the data warehouse.
Being visible to the high end-users who
often sponsor data warehouse operations,
reporting and data mining get a lot of
research and development dollars from
most BI vendors. Reporting from the data
warehouse is done in two broad methods:
1. Reporting:
– which itself is divided into
conventional reports, OLAP and
dashboards

2. Data Mining:
– which comprises analysis of past
events and predicting future events,
on the base of the past trends
Reporting – Describing
“what happened”
Reliable and timely Reporting of “what has
happened”, in terms of business transactions
will no doubt help management make
educated decisions on what to do next. In
this section, I will describe three levels of
reporting:
• Conventional, twodimensional reports (like one that
could be printed on paper)
• OLAP cubes, which have the
ability to report on more than two
dimensions as well as pre-calculating
aggregate values
• Dashboard reporting, which is
typically geared to report at a high
level (Chief Executive Officers, Chief
Financial officers etc.)
Conventional Reports:
Two-dimensional query tools—“Simply
Reporting”—many corporations use the
data warehouse facility simply to enable
users to draw their own data. The data,
being typically stored in a star schema
format, is in the best shape to facilitate fact/
dimension reporting with sub-totals and
categorization by dimension. A variety of
specialized vendors offer typically pointand-click web-based tools which enable
even the most junior users to produce
very usable reports. These reporting tools
typically offer scheduling options and the
ability to provide sophisticated results at
low user effort cost.
Spreadsheets are generally looked-down
upon as a reporting tool. The truth however
is that they are still widely used; primarily
because of their low cost. The ease of use
and flexibility offered by this tool is also
its downfall. Spreadsheets enable users
to conveniently manipulate data and
potentially alter the original “version of the
truth”. Use of spreadsheets, because of their
flexibility and ease of change, also means
that there will likely be inconsistencies
between methods of extraction, source
of data, calculations, and results. With
so many potential inconsistencies, silos
of information tend to appear. While
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a snippet from...

Photo taken by Vaughn Dragland - TUG

A Fond Farewell to a Barry Pow, retiring after 39 years at IBM

December 31, 2008 marked the end of era for IBM i
in Canada with the retirement of Barry Pow after 39
dedicated years.
I’ve known Barry for over 30 years and have worked
closely with him since the announcement of the AS/400
in 1988. I for one am going through withdrawal, not
having you around .
Many of you have grown to know Barry over the last
20 years as the Product Manager of AS/400, iSeries,
System i and finally IBM i. Always an enthusiastic
presenter at events and a fountain of knowledge around
anything IBM i related.
Barry, thanks for all of your efforts surrounding the IBM i family
and we wish you a long, happy & relaxed retirement! We’re
going to miss you. Stay in touch

Barry Pow –

IBM i product Manager, Canada
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spreadsheets are easy to use, most experts
agree on limiting their use for data
warehouse analysis and reporting.
OLAP:
is short for “On-Line Analytical Processing.”
The website www.olapreport.com has a
more descriptive acronym: FASMI for
Fast Analysis of Shared Multidimensional
Information. OLAP Cubes are akin to
reports, except that they can have more
than two dimensions. It could enable for
example, to see a representation of sales
per cities over a time period (3 dimensions
rather than 2) which is the best a “paper”
report or even a conventional spreadsheet
can do. Cubes can only be visualized using
specialized software, much in the same
way that “Microsoft Excel” can open an
“.xls” document. OLAP Cube terminology
refers to measures (equivalent of facts),
categorized by dimensions.
Dashboards:
In an automobile, the dashboard has a simple
function: to inform the driver at a glance of
the status of all critical systems in the car. This
includes the speed, RPM, fuel, and engine
temperature. In all cases, there is a red line
on each gauge to clearly indicate the unsafe
zone of operation. Corporate dashboards,
in a similar way, are geared to provide vital
corporate data at a glance to the top decision
makers. The information is provided in a
format that shows how close or how far the
corporation is operating from a pre-defined
red line. When for example, inventory levels
are critically low or how far from the predefined norm the key performance indicators
such as sales or cash balance are. The idea is
that the executive level management would
be informed early and accurately – real time
if possible – about the state of the company
to enable action early on.
One of the best-known digital dashboard
measurements is the “Norton Kaplan
Balanced Scorecard”, which measures four
critical aspects of a company:
• Financial perspective
• Customer perspective
• Internal process perspective
• Learning and growth perspective
By setting up ranges within which the
company should operate on digital
dashboards, the C-Suite staff can monitor

the corporate health and trends with
relative ease. If one particular area would
need attention, the Chief can drill down
(another word for “get down to the details”)
to see what is happening. For example, if
the sales were unexpectedly down for a
given month, the action to take would be
to drill down in the sales by territory, to see
if any specific territory is a problem, or by
product category to see if a given product
line was in trouble. Corrective action can
then be taken early, before the trouble
spreads.
Data Mining: Analyzing and
Predicting
“Data mining”:
suggests a rigorous, rule-based statistical
approach to examining the data with
purpose to identify repeatable trends
within. To effectively mine data, companies
use purpose-built software tools. The trends
they are looking for are often not visible
to the naked eye. Think of it as “seismic
prospecting” in your data.
Data mining has a somewhat serendipitous
connotation. The general idea would be
that data mining software would be able
to auto-find trends hitherto un-noticed.
While this does happen occasionally, most
times, the findings are not completely
unexpected.
Data mining is all about getting a better
understanding of the data. In effect, the
end-result of data mining is literally a form
of “information about data”. To put this
in simpler words, if a user says “I have a
hypothesis about this data”, the data mining
software tool can be programmed to verify
the hypothesis, enabling stronger decisionmaking and possibly pro-active or preemptive action.
Analyzing – describing “why it
happened”:
The first purpose of data mining is to
describe “why it happened”. Effectively, to
figure out, out of the mass of organized data
within the data warehouse, how a change
in a dimension has impacted the facts. If
such a trend can be reliably recognized
and if the change in dimension is cyclical
in nature, there is a good bet that the event
is predictable. A simple example could be
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to determine at what point, between the
winter and summer, sales of cold drinks
become more prevalent than warm drinks.
The driver here would be the temperature
change, which is cyclical in nature and thus
predictable.
Predicting – describing “what
will happen” or rather “what
will likely happen”:
This is a stage where the DW has enough
past data to mine, and has attained a stage
of maturity where it can reliably find
predictable trends within the data. The
rationale is to enable the decision makers
to take pre-emptive action to capitalize on
predictable events before the competition
would.
Data mining can be applied to look for
trends outside of the company’s control,
weather or demographic changes for
example. It can also be used to measure
the impact of actions within the company’s
own control – like pricing changes, store
renovations
Customer retention is one of these areas
that are often challenging. Do customers
about to switch to the competition have
identifiable pattern behaviors? Could
customers about to leave be identified in
advance? Could a phone call from a sales
associate or customer care representative
increase their chances of staying? Data
mining can be used to look at past client
purchasing patterns common to switchers
and help recognize in advance those about
to defect, enabling action prior to losing
customers.
The Critical Value of a DW
Governance Model
We have now visited the design, the
interface and the data retrieval processes.
Successful DW operations are typically busy.
Managing the new requests as well as large
data volumes that flow in every day does
require strong coordination and leadership
that can distinguish the difference between
“urgent” and “important”.
Setting up a DW Governance team,
especially at the inception of the project,
is counter-intuitive. Many will say “why
now?”. The fact is that the Governance Team
effectively aligns the user requirements, the
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A Data Warehouse Governance Model

A Data Warehouse Governance Model

The Sponsor
will finance the Data
Warehouse Activities

DW SPONSOR

Data Warehouse Steering
Committee

The steering committee
will gather requests and
make recommendations to
go ahead with which
project.
Stewards “own” the
Business data. DW
Architects “own” the DW
design & methods

The Focal Points or
“super-users” will both help
users and gather
requirements, which will go
to the Data Stewards
The Business users are the
“consumers” of the data. They
will get first help for any DW
request from the Focal Point
persons. They will also spawn
new DW requests, which will
go to the steering committee
via the Focal Points and the
Data Stewards
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Figure 3.
corporate requirements and the best DW
solutions for the aforementioned.

permanent governance team, composed of
both technical and business leaders.

By definition, a DW operation gathers
data from many sources and typically also
has clients from all parts of the company.
With such varieties of requirements and
potentially diverging driving interests, the
potential for going astray is strong. Typical
pitfalls of data warehousing are the creation
of “information silos”, or subject areas also
known as “data marts” designed in such a
way that they cannot be correlated with
other data marts within the same data
warehouse. Information silos often lead to
the “many versions of the truth” syndrome.
Constant, unrelenting governance is critical
to data warehousing success.

The mission of the DW governance team is
to ensure each new DW project or initiative
follows strict standards, is designed in
harmony with the existing structure
(avoiding isolated data silos) and with the
duty to make recommendations for senior
management when new investments are
necessary. Too many times, when many
conflicting interests require help from the
data warehouse, “the squeaky wheel gets
the attention first”.

To ensure these potentially diverging
interests are properly prioritized and
funded, it is wise to establish early on a
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At a high level, the DW Governance Team
must establish priorities for DW services,
enabling work on what is “important” as
opposed to what is deemed “urgent” by
some. At the ground level, to ensure the
data quality is monitored and maintained.
Beyond this, establishing strong processes

and a DW project life cycle will add value.
While it does require some extra resources,
consistent methods of bringing new data
in will ensure predictable results. As in
all things in IT, “no surprises” is desirable.
Each new DW proposed initiative should
also be subjected to a governance review to
ensure prioritization, alignment with other
data marts and methods of execution are in
accordance with the direction agreed upon
by the Governance team.
While all this sounds an awful lot like “red
tape”, the mission of the governance team
is to—above all—ensure the DW team
best satisfies the Business requirements.
The data warehouse must be built with
Business requirements in mind. It should
be—before anything else (including IT) a
Business-sponsored activity. If this is to be
a successful, long-term project, it will have
to be done with the interest of the business
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as a top-of-mind, overriding requirement. Everything else will be
secondary in the governance model.
The diagram in Figure 3 proposes a data governance structure that
distributes the day-to-day DW requests to super-users, known as
Data Warehouse Focal Points. These are typically business users
with a good understanding of the data. When necessary, they will
bring concerns or new DW requirements to the Data Stewards, also
business users, but a higher level, who effectively have responsibility
for the data. The Data Stewards are part of the steering committee.
Together with the DW Data Architects, they will make the
recommendations on what new DW projects will be implemented
and how. These projects will be submitted to the sponsor for
approval. Note that the governance process involves all the parties
that have any involvement with the data warehouse, from financing
(sponsor) all the way to data consumers (the decision makers who
use the data provided by the DW).
Size and Scalability
One of the more salient properties of data warehouses at large is
that they typically are BIG systems. They require lots of disk storage,
processing power and they are geared to grow every day as a matter
of existence. If one follows Bill Inmon’s principles, data should never
be purged from a DW database. On this point, while theory has to
stand on principle, there are times when common sense may enable
exceptions. If for example, data germane to an obsolete business
unit is eating storage but not yielding value, it should be archived
and removed from the disk. Part of the governance is to guide the
DW staff in constantly re-evaluating an often overlooked question
– how much data should be stored? How valuable is the oldest data?
Is forever data really worth it? Maybe it is, maybe it is not, but the
question should be asked.
Scalability is also an issue that should be considered every time new
code is written. One often-found problem is code that works well
with small volumes of data but slows down exponentially with the
increased volume load. Testing DW applications, whether for ETL
or reporting purposes, is critical. The value of having proper indexes,
especially on large volume tables, cannot be overestimated.
Conclusion
One can say that data warehousing is often perceived as a simple
concept. At a high level, operations consist in bringing data to a
central repository at the back-end and retrieving it to do reporting
and analysis at the front-end. The reality is that to build and
maintain a successful data warehouse – read: useful to its users and
sponsors – there are a lot of factors to consider.
Planning:
Number one recommendation – don’t just jump in. This is a good
spot to take a deep breath and ensure a strong plan is put in place.
Building:
Inmon vs. Kimball…. You don’t have to make a choice. Most data
warehouse models are hybrids of these two models. The success
factor is reflected by the usage and the benefits the DW brings to
the company.
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Operating:
Ensure strong processes are in place, especially a governance model.
The need for governance is proportional to the diversity and
number of requests coming from all parts of the company. Without
governance, DW operations will likely struggle to please too many
customers and not achieve full value potential.
Data warehouses are expensive, large-scale operations. Since
designing and extracting value from a data warehouse is not an
exact science, one could wager that at least a percentage of DW
implementations are mediocre to the point of not bringing any
return to their sponsoring business. Data warehousing is not
risk-free.
In this article, I have described examples of customer data, sales
data, data related to the customer/business relationship. In
actual fact, DW technology can be pointed to just about any
type of data, including operational or security. Imagine what
you could find if you mined the data produced by your firewall
or Accounts Payable for example. What trends could you find?
If it is well done, the DW may bring huge returns in terms of
understanding data trends—both internal [operational] and
external, ahead of the competitors.
For the Big Picture perspective, it is Human nature to not
want to be the last to know. Because of this simple fact, the
trend for more sophisticated Business Intelligence and data
warehouse implementations will not slow down anytime soon.
The Internet, 24/7 access to data and Sarbanes-Oxley will only
accelerate this tendency for more information, delivered faster,
covering more ground more accurately. IBM, HP, SAP and
Oracle now own most of the more established DW outfits. No
doubt, they will put their weight behind this technology and
soon bring new, more powerful, more sophisticated tools to
the market. Expect these vendors to take competition in this
area to a whole new level. No doubt, they themselves use data
warehousing services. This can only be good for current and
future DW consumers. 
TG
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